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EEKEEPERS have long been familiar with a poor type of brood which due to its €5 scattered appearance is sometimes called “shot brood”. An explanation for 
this character was given by MACKENSEN (1951). MACKENSEN inseminated several 
queens with semen of their brothers, and by brood viability studies obtained a 1: 1 
ratio between high (close to 100%) and low (close to 50%) viable brood. He suggested 
that a series of haploviable homozygous lethals exists so that all females are s1s2, 
SZs3, s3s4, etc. . . . and the males sl, s2, sa, . . . sn. Any female sls2 mated with sa males 
would produce highly viable brood and any sls2 female mated either to s1 or s2 males 
would produce brood of 50% mortality. 

MACKENSEN suggested further that the inviable combinations ( ~ 1 ~ 1 ,  s2s2, etc.) 
could be males and, if so, the sex determination mechanism in Apis mellijerera L. 
would be the same as the one in Habrobracon except that the alleles are apparently 
completely lethal when homozygous. This last point of view, that homozygotes 
may be males, is a question of fact and acceptance of it must await proof that the 
homozygous dying larvae are male ones. Regardless of whether the series are sex 
alleles or whether they are only lethal alleles this discovery is outstanding. A queen 
showing a low degree of brood viability builds such small populations that the colony 
produces a small amount of honey; and the queen is likely to be superseded, which 
also lowers the yield. 

The studies herewith presented have the scope of estimating the number of these 
haploviable homozygous lethals in a random mating population of Apis  mellqeru 
I,. so that a better understanding of the population genetics of these bees can be 
attained. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PERTINENT FORMULAE 

In  undertaking these studies two mathematical problems presented themselves. 
One was to establish the theoretical frequency of each s allele when the population 
is in equilibrium, and the other was to find a good estimator for the number of such 
alleles. 

The equilibrium frequencies of the s alleles may be obtained directly from the 
theory already worked out for selection when the homozygote is a t  a disadvantage 
(see WRIGHT 1949, p. 372; LI 1954, p. 260). Suppose the population has n different 
s alleles, sl, s2, . . . sn with frequencies xl, x2, . . . x,, (Zx2  = 1). If we take the for- 
mula for equilibrium given in the above references and assume that each allele has 
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the same selective disadvantage when homozygous, we are led immediately to the 
formula, xi = l/n. 

This proves that all alleles in a panmitic population, if all of them have the same 
adaptive value, reach an equilibrium when all alleles have the same frequency. 

This is very easy to understand in a practical way: if one s allele becomes more 
frequent in one generation it would have a greater chance of uniting with another 
like itself thus originating a lethal homozygous combination which would decrease 
its number in the following generation. 

If all s alleles have the same frequency, establishing the frequency of one s allele 
would give us the frequencies of all the others. This conclusion determined our 
method of work which was designed to detect the frequency of any two alleles taken 
at  random from a random mating population. 

The second problem was to find an estimator for the number of s alleles in the 
population when each queen is inseminated with semen from a single drone. I t  is 
shown in the appendix that a satisfactory estimator is given by 

where N is the number of colonies and H is the number of colonies where the s 
allele from the drone is identical with one of the alleles of the queen. 

MATERIAL 

It is necessary to be careful in choosing a random mating population. The for- 
mulae obtained are good only for populations that are random mated for several 
years, so that they can be said to be in equilibrium. One condition of random mating 
in honeybees is not to have interference with the raising of new queens. 

The bee population studied here belonged to MR. RICARDO GOSSER (Piracicaba, 
Brazil), a beekeeper who has kept 65 colonies in one apiary for more than 10 years, 
never rearing queens artificially. The queens mate freely, and within a radius of 
10 km (about 6 miles) there are more than 200 other hives. The 65 colonies studied 
belonged, with 3 exceptions, to the black Portuguese and German races. These 3 
exceptions were hybrids in different degrees between black and Italian bees. Prac- 
tically all 65 colonies showed very good brood with no signs of either 50% or 75% 
viability. Nine of the 65 colonies showed signs of having superseded the queen 
shortly before they were used. One of the colonies did not have larvae for grafting 
in our first collecting of samples because it had a new queen that had not started 
laying. 

METHODS 

Queens were reared from as many different colonies of the one apiary as possible, 
and were inseminated with semen of single drones reared from just one colony. This 
was accomplished as follows (for details see LAIDLAW 1953): 

Four larvae from each colony were “grafted” into artificial queen cups. These 
grafted cups were put into a “swarm box” for 24 hours and afterwards into a “cell fin- 
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isher colony” for nine days. On the tenth day the queen cells were transferred to indi- 
vidual screen cages of about 2 x 3 x 5 cm; all cages were put into a frame and placedin 
a queenless “nursery colony” where the queens emerged and were cared for by the bees 
until they reached four to ten days old. During this age period each queen was 
artificially inseminated once with semen of one drone. Before collecting the semen 
precaution was taken to be certain that the drone had a large amount of semen so 
that a good insemination could be assured. In  the inseminations LAIDLAW equip- 
ment and technique (LAIDLAW 1949) were used. After the queens were inseminated 
the wings were clipped and the queens were put back into the “nursery colony” 
for one or two days, and were then introduced into queenless nuclei by means of 
special cages. Two to four days later each queen was released followed by a light 

TABLE 1 

in parentheses 
First and second brood counts and viability percentages. Those with less than 50% are given 

Hive no. 

D 0-1 
R 46 

D 0-2 
R 21 
R 6 4  
R 40 
R 42 
R 41 
R 59-1 
R 7  
R 49-1 
R 52 
R 4  
R 54-1 
R 16-1 
R 43 
R 14-1 
R 32 
R 65 
R 3  
R 55-1 

R 9  

R 38-1 
R 10 
R 24-2 
R 8-1 
R 48-1 
R 48-3 

R 68-1 

R 11-1 

R 20-1 

Number of 
eggs 

507 
884 
563 

1620 
2047 
418 
693 

1924 
224 
706 
178 
707 

1026 
769 
307 
586 
336 
678 
247 
792 
489 
491 
559 
567 
368 
397 
376 
429 
296 

- 

- 

Number of 
iorker pupa, 

467 
396 
408 

1402 
944 
371 
572 
945 
167 
636 
135 
543 

973 
667 
147 
533 
316 
643 
180 
691 
495 
454 
549 
511 
306 
238 
355 
412 
219 

- 

- 

Percent of 
viability 

92.11 
(44.80) 
72.47 
100% 
86.54 

(46.12) 
88.76 
82.54 

(49.12) 
74.55 
90.08 
75.M 
76.80 
100% 
94.83 
86.74 

(47.88) 
90.96 
94.05 
94.84 
72.87 
87.24 
100% 
92.46 
98.21 
90.12 
83.15 
59.95 
94.41 
96.04 
73.99 

Hive no. 

R 20-2 
R 45-1 
R 57-1 
R 51-1 

R 62-1 

R 33-1 

R 58-1 
R 56-1 
R 11-2 
R 59-2 
D 2-1 
R 13-2 
R 28 
R 53 
R 35 
R 68 
R 6 0  
R 25-2 
R 30 
R 15 
R 34-1 
R 26 

R 61 
R 6  
R 29 
R 36 

R 24-1 

R 9-2 

R 8-2 

D 0-3 

Number of 
eggs 

461 
101 
550 
438 

1332 
170 
508 
186 
500 

1050 
177 

1671 
600 
582 

1307 
209 
371 
810 
351 
634 
643 
688 
229 
85 

278 
258 
365 

1056 
622 
433 

Number of 
rorker pupae 

46 1 
80 

528 
399 

1179 
145 
475 
166 
443 

1041 
150 

143 1 
505 
563 
602 
65 

309 
332 
279 
520 
214 
632 
149 
76 

179 
187 
154 
853 
500 
343 

Percent of 
viability 

100% 
79.21 
96.00 
91.10 
88.51 
85.29 
93.50 
89.25 
88.60 
99.14 
84.75 
85.64 
84.17 
96.74 

(46.06 
(31.10 
83.29 

(40.99 
79.49 
82.02 

(33.28 
91.86 
65.07 
89.41 
64.39 
72.48 

(42.19) 
80.78 
80.39 
79.21 
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spraying of qiiccn and 1)ccs wit11 .WrX t o  .SO% sugar syrup. :\I1 tlroncs iisctl wcrc 
rcaretl 1)y onc colony, colony 30, so thcy wcrc either s, or s? ;is far ;is tlicir s allclcs 
wcrc conccrncd. To o l m i n  drones a frame containing scalctl tlronc l)rootl of colony 
39 \vas put into a droneless 1tali:in colony for emcrgcncc ;inti tlic hive cntrancc was 
covcrctl with csclutler. Ilvcn if some indigenous tlroncs occurrctl i n  this hive thcy 
could bc clctcctcd 1)y thc ;il)tlominal color. One to four days after cmcrgcncc tlic 
tlroncs wcrc put into small screen cages, .W drones pcr cage, ant1 wcrc lcft to mnturc 
i n  thc same nurscry colony ;is tlic quccns until  used. 'I'hc queens while hcing in- 
scminatctl w r e  ;incstlictisctl with carbon tliosidc. I:orty-cight hours after inscmina- 
tion they received an atltlit ional (Y & trcat mcnt o f  10 minutcs duration so thcy \voultl 
lay earlier Of \(~KIXSIX 1947). 'I'licy started laying from 4 to 1.5 (lays aftcr in- 
semination. 

.\ fcw (lays iiftcr a quccn startctl laying an cmpty coml) \vas givcn to her. Onc or 
LWO thys htcr tlic comb \vas takcn out ,  marked, and the cggs wcrc countccl witti tlic 
aid of ;i h;intl countcr and the counts wcrc rccortlctl. 'I'hc coml) of eggs was tlicn 
given to a strong two-story hive i n  \vliic.li thc queen tiad hecn conlirictl 1)y ;I quecn 
cscluclcr i n  tlic lowr story. A sccontl count \vas miitlc \vlicn the 1)rootl \vas scalccl. 
I n  almost ;ill cases of .;Or; vi:il)ilily tlic counts wcrc rcpcatcd oii(.c or twice. 

Sisty-onc queens w r e  rcarctl from I tic 6.< colonics, tcn of \vliich werc tlup1ic~:itiotis. 
I-ifty-ninc of these wcrc tcs~cd ;is tlcsc.ril)cd al)ovc. Inc~lutlctl i n  tlic rcsulls arc t w o  
quccns (I)0-2 and It4 i n  tahlc 1)  t1i;iI slio\vctl lO(lri vi:il)lc 1)rootl hy inspection lnil 
:ictu:il counts \vcre not made. 1:igiirc 1 illustratcs thc tliffercncc i n  appearancc of .5O"b 
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and 100% viability, the upper frame representing 100% viable brood and the bot- 
tom one 50% viable brood. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results are summarized in table 1. All percentages of viability smaller than 
50% are in parentheses. The figure for R 11-1, where the egg count was smaller than 
the sealed count, is due to counting mistakes. 

A total of 61 queens was analyzed. Nine of these had brood viability ranging from 
31.10% to 49.12% and 52 from 59.95% to l o % ,  table 1. 

The bimodal character of the distribution is shown by the graph of figure 2. The 
only value in the 50% to 60% class is almost 60% and there is little chance that 
highly viable brood was included with that of low viability. 

Applying the formulae developed in the appendix: 

0 

FIGURE 2.-Graph showing the bimodal distribution of different degrees of sterility. The only 
value in the class 50-60 is 59.9, which is almost in class 60 to 70. 
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where n = number of different s alleles, N = total number of hives, H = number 01 
hives showing 50% of viability, we have 

This indicates the number of s alleles in the panmitic population studied is 12.4 
with a standard deviation of 3.56. 

ROBERTS and MACKENSEN (1951) calculated that with single drone matings and 
eight s alleles 25% of the colonies should show 50% viable brood; with n = 16 this 
figure dropped to 12.5%. In the case of double mating and 12 s alleles 2.8% of the 
colonies should show 50% viability and 27.8% should show 75% viability. 

These percentages did not occur in the natural population studied but the reason 
was evident in the experiments. Practically all nuclei showing 50% viability had the 
queens superseded so quickly that in some cases second counts could not be taken. 
This contributes to maintain the number of s alleles as large as possible. 

Any new allele that appears in the population by mutation has every chance to 
become established. 

SUMMARY 

A series of haploviable homozygous lethals was discovered by MACKENSEN (1951) 
in A. mellqera L. and in this paper an estimate of the number of such alleles in a 
panmitic population is given. 

It was demonstrated that if there are n alleles in the population equilibrium is 

attained when all alleles have the same frequency . (3 
An estimator for the number of different s alleles was derived. This was found to 

where N = total * - n"fl - 2) 
2(N + 2) 

be n* = 2(-v -k '), and the variance to be V(n  ) - 
H + 1  

number of hives and H = number of hives showing 50% viability. 
The material used was 65 hives of a random mating population from which 61 

samples (virgin queens) were taken. These queens were inseminated with just one 
drone each from one colony of the same population. Brood viability tests were made 
revealing that nine queens had low viable brood and 52 high viable brood. Applying 
the formulae, 12.4 s alleles were found, with a standard deviation of 3.56. Condi- 
tions are offered in a bee population to quickly establish any new s allele arising by 
mu tat ion. 

RESUMO 

Este trabalho trata da estimasso do nGmero de aleles mfiltiplos, s, em uma popu- 
lac80 panmitica de Apis mellifera L., do tipo de homozigotos letais descoberto por 
MACKENSEN (1951). 

Demonstra-se no trabalho que quando hL n aleles na popula@o, o equilibrio C 
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atingido quando todos tCm a mesma frequencia l / n .  Uma estimativa n* para o 
nfimero n de aleles s C dada pela f6rmula: 

onde N 6 o nfimero de colmeias do experimento e H 6 o nfimero de colmeias em que 
apenas 50% da prole sobrevive. A variancia de n* C dada pela f6rmula 

Um experimento foi feito com 65 colmeias de uma popula@io com fecunda@o 
a0 acaso hL muitos anos. Dessa popula@o, 61 rainhas virgens foram tomadas e in- 
seminadas artificialmente, cada uma com semen de um h i c o  zangso. Todos os 
zangdes provieram de uma mesma colmeia. Das 61 rainhas, 52 deram prole com 
alto indice de sobrevivencia (perto de 100%) e 9 com baixo indice de sobreviv2ncia 
(menos de 50%). A aplica@o das f6rmulas nos deu n* = 12,4 aleles com desvio 
padrao = 3,56. 

Sugere-se que qualquer novo alele s aparecido por mutasgo tem t8da facilidade 
de se estabelecer na popula@o. 
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APPENDIX 

Statistical aspects of the estimation of the number of alleles 
The second problem was to find an estimator for the number of s alleles in the populatioii 

when each queen is inseminated with semen from just one drone. 
While developing the theory, it should be kept in mind that the experiment was carried out with 

61 colonies of bees and led to an estimate of about 12 alleles. This knowledge is not essential, of 
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course, for the derivation of the estimator, but it is important when discussing the degree of ap- 
proximation of the formulae obtained. 

Let us assume that there are n equally frequent s alleles in the population. Then the probability 
2 

p that the s gene from the drone is identical to one of those from the queen (event A) is p = -, 
n 

n - 2  
and the probability of the complementary event (event B) is y = -. 

n 
Hence the frequency functionf(3) will bef(x) = pzy1--2, x = 0, 1, where z = 1 denotes event 

A and z = 0 denotes event B. If we now consider N colonies the likelihood will be L = pHqN--H,  
where H = Zx is the number of colonies where the s allele from the drone is identical with one of the 
alleles of the queen. 

Let us try to apply the method of maximum likelihood to obtain an estimator for n. I t  is easier 
to use log L instead of L itself, so we set up: 

log L = H log p + ( N  - H )  log 4, 

d 

n 

By equating this derivative to zero we obtain the estimator 

A 2N n = -. 
H 

Let us now study the properties of this estimator. First of all, we are supposed to calculate its 
expectation E(;) to see if it is biased. Now we have a difficulty, for the estimator cannot be used 
for H = 0. But we may take this case, the probability of which is q N ,  and consider 

where (i) denotes the binomial coefficient. 

To carry out the summation we can use the identity 

1 1 2 - 1 
H H + 1 
- -__  

(H + l ) ( H  + 2)  + H ( H  + 1)(H + 2)' 

from which we obtain the approximate formula 

Let us put 

4 N  

1 - q N  
y = -  

and assume that n < -. This condition can be always fulfilled through the increase of the number 

N of colonies. Then we have 

N 
4 
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N N 
6 4 

This term is negligible, since for - < n < - we have 

fl  1 N - _  - ~ - _ _ _  - 1 

( N  + 1 ) p  2N + 2 ' 12N + 12 12' 

Hence 

l N  1 
___ - q N  H-1  H% (i) p H q N - H  = ( N p .  

Similarly we obtain 

therefore 

It is evident, therefore, that there is a bias 

This bias approaches zero when N + m , so that the estimator is asymptotically unbiased. How- 

We can try to improve the formula obtained to make it unbiased or, a t  least, with a smaller 
ever, for n = 12, N = 60 the bias is b = 1.0. 

bias. We suggest the formula 

which can be used for H = 0 and for which we have 

E (n*) = n - nqN+'. 

1 
5634 ' For n = 12, N = 60 the bias is now b = ~ 

We shall show now that the estimator n* is sufficient (KENDALL, vol. 11, p. 8; CRAMER, p. 488; 

Let XI,  x2, . . . , X N  be the observed values of x. We have: 

which is negligible. 

Mood, p. 151). 

where H = Zx and L denotes the likelihood, Also 
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n* 
2(N + 1 )  

Since H = ____ - 1, we see that LZ does not depend on the values of x, but just on the 

estimate n*. Hence it is sufficient. The variance of n* will be given by the formula 

V(n*) = E(n*') - m2, 
for the bias is so small that we may take E(n*) = n. But 

E(n*') = 4 ( N  + 1)' ~ (") p n p N - 8 .  
a=l (H + 

We may use again formula (I) and take 

We obtain: 

rom which we conclude that 

Note that for n = 2 the variance is zero, which should be expected, for then event B is impossible, 

Let us now study the efficiency of the estimator n*. It is known (CRAMER, pp. 486-487; KENDALL, 
so that we must have H = N ,  n* = 2. 

pp. 17-20) that for any estimator h of n we have 

and that equality holds only for efficient estimators. For n* we have 

b = - - ,qN+l  

db 
dn - = - p N  [p + + I ) ] .  

For n = 12, N = 60, the absolute value of this expression is less than 0.0002. Also 

d2 1 1 - x  
-log f(x) = - - 
dn2 n2 (n - 2)'' 

- 

so that we have very closely 

This last expression is practically identical to the one obtained for V(n*), so that n* is an effi- 
cient estimator. 


